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Magnetic versus structural properties of Co nanocluster thin films:
A magnetic force microscopy study
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Department of Applied Physics, Materials Science Centre and the Netherlands Institute for Metals
Research, University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands

共Received 6 August 2003; accepted 21 November 2003兲
Magnetic force microscopy 共MFM兲 has been employed to study thin films consisting of
low-energy-deposited cobalt nanoclusters. On continuous cluster layers a clear magnetic stray field
pattern can be observed, although measurements on individual clusters are complicated by
interference from topography. The magnetic correlation length determined from MFM images is
substantially larger than the size of a single cluster. This indicates that the clusters are magnetically
coupled to form stable domains associated with the formation of a correlated super-spin-glass
state. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1641511兴

Nanostructured ferromagnets are expected to form an
important class of materials in future technologies.1,2 The
properties of isolated magnetic particles/grains change remarkably as their size D is reduced to fall within the nanometer range. In fact, particles smaller than the width of a domain wall (⬃50 nm) are always in a single-domain state,
with the magnetization aligned with the anisotropy axis.1,2
Above the onset of superparamagnetism 共typically D
⬎10 nm) 2 these particles have a large coercivity. For applications in magnetic storage media, high anisotropy, and low
coupling between the grains are the requirements to maintain
the independence of individual memory units.3
In contrast, if isolated grains aggregate to form densely
packed nanostructured magnets, the exchange coupling between the randomly oriented grains largely determines the
magnetic behavior.1 As a result, these materials are often
magnetically soft allowing the integration of transformers
and inductors into silicon integrated circuitry. Soft-magnetic
films are also widely used in modern electromagnetic devices as high-frequency (⬎100 MHz) field-amplifying components, for example in read-write heads for computer disk
memories, and as a magnetic shielding material, for example
in tuners. To obtain the desired properties 共low coercivity,
little strain, and very small magnetostriction兲, the use of materials with grain size on the order of 10 nm, such as nanocrystalline cobalt, becomes attractive.4 The coercivity in such
materials can be tuned by variation of the grain size, where a
distinct maximum at grain sizes of typically some tens of
nanometers was revealed followed by a sharp fall-off for
smaller grains.5
Therefore, in order to design magnetic materials for specific applications, it is important to understand the intricate
relationship between magnetic properties and nanoscalesized structural features 共i.e., related to film morphology兲.
For this reason, efforts are in progress to image the domain
structure for these materials and to reveal their magnetic dynamics. In Fe and Ni with grain sizes ⬃10– 100 nm, the
magnetic correlations were found to extend over many
grains.1 In hcp Co, the observed correlation lengths were on
a兲
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the order of the grain size due to stronger magnetocrystalline
anisotropy.1 For both Ni and Co porous films consisting of
low-energy-deposited fcc clusters with a diameter of 3– 4
nm, local magnetic order of the extent of a grain was
observed.6 In in situ electrical resistivity and magnetization
studies of deposited Co clusters with 6 –13 nm diameter, a
transition from superparamagnetic to ferromagnetic behavior
was observed as a function of coverage, even prior to the
percolation threshold,7 suggesting that long-range dipole interactions between superparamagnetic clusters can exist 共depending on coverage兲.
Unlike for Co granular magnetic recording media,8 so
far there have not been any magnetic force microscopy
共MFM兲8,9 observations of magnetic stray field patterns from
Co nanocluster-assembled films. This will be the topic of our
study, focusing on the determination of magnetic and spatial
correlation lengths. MFM can provide information about the
local magnetic structure that is not accessible via other methods 共e.g., superconducting quantum interference device
methods兲.8,9 However, a precise comparison between height
and phase images is required to separate true magnetic information from possible interference caused by the surface topography. For this purpose, nonmagnetic Nb nanocluster
films were also analyzed.
Clusters of either Co or Nb were produced with the Oxford Applied Research NC200U nanocluster deposition
source that is equipped with a dc magnetron.10 Atoms from
the metal target were sputtered into a water-cooled condensation region containing Ar at a pressure of (2 – 5)
⫻10⫺3 mbar 共base pressure 2⫻10⫺8 mbar). The substrates,
Si共100兲 with the native oxide, were held at room temperature. The mean cluster size is ⬃8 nm with a small standard
deviation ⬃10%, even without mass selection of the free
clusters. During the deposition process random stacking of
clusters leads to the formation of a porous film,11 with clusters remaining largely intact due to their low impact energy.
The Co and Nb films were sputter-coated with 2 nm of
Pd to reduce sticking of clusters to the MFM probe tip. Imaging was performed with the Dimension 3100 atomic force
microscope 共AFM兲 共Digital Instruments兲 operating in
tapping/lift mode, which combines constant interaction and
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FIG. 1. Topography AFM image 共left兲
of an open film of Nb nanoclusters on
a Si substrate (1⫻1  m2 area兲, and
the corresponding phase change MFM
image 共right兲.

constant height modes in order to separate topographic and
magnetic signals.12,13 The tips were of the commercially
available Si-type14 with a 50 nm coating of CoCr alloy. They
were magnetized in the z direction parallel to the tip axis. In
addition, external magnetic fields were applied to a Co film
in both out-of-plane 共⬜兲 and in-plane 共储兲 directions to observe the effect on the remanent state.
Figure 1 shows an open Nb nanocluster film. The MFM
image on the right demonstrates a positive phase shift at each
cluster position of magnitude up to 0.3°, which would indicate a repulsive interaction. The phase intensity seems to be
directly related to the cluster height, while the apparent cluster diameter 共within the range from 40 to 60 nm兲 is identical
in both images. MFM measurements on deposited magnetic
Co clusters yielded comparable results. Therefore, the phase
shifts were not caused by any magnetic interaction. Electrostatic forces could also be ruled out by scanning with a nonmagnetized tip; this made no difference either on Co or Nb
clusters. Very slow scanning 共scan rate 0.25 Hz兲 only reduced the noise while the phase shifts at the clusters remained unchanged.14 Notably, the observed phase shift is
always positive, while superparamagnetic and van der Waals
interactions would lead to a negative contrast.15 Moreover,
van der Waals forces only become significant for tip–sample
distances ⬍10 nm, 8 which is below the values used here.
The MFM measurements on single particles suffer from the
topographic contamination of magnetic field data15–17 which

can be alleviated by using large enough lift heights
(⬎17 nm; tip–sample distance⫽lift height⫹oscillating amplitude兲. The topographic interference is possibly caused by
air damping of the cantilever oscillation.14
Figure 2 shows a closed Co film of thickness of 375 nm,
and the corresponding MFM recorded with a lift height of 40
nm. Cluster contours are still resolved due to the topography
effect just described, but here the main signal arises from
magnetic interactions. Regions are observed where the intensity is either bright 共repulsive interaction兲 or dark 共attractive
interaction兲. The rms value of the phase shift over the entire
image is 0.20°. Films with lower thickness 共down to
⬃75 nm) gave similar results. The magnetic domains have
irregular shapes and they extend over numerous clusters,
with edges corresponding to cluster edges. In order to quantify the difference in local order between topography and
MFM, an attempt was made to calculate the correlation
lengths for both types of data on 8 m scan size images.
The height data exhibit self-affine scaling, where the
height–height correlation function g(x)⫽ 具 关 h(x)⫺h(0) 兴 2 典
is proportional to a power of x at small lengths x (⬍  with
 the in-plane roughness correlation length兲. For xⰇ  , g(x)
saturates to the value 2w 2 with w⫽ 兵 具 h 2 典 其 1/2 the rms roughness amplitude. The correlation length of  ⫽91 nm was
found from the intersection of power-law and saturation
lines, which is close to the knee regime in a log–log plot
关Fig. 3共a兲兴. On the other hand, since the phase data do not

FIG. 2. Height 共left兲 and phase 共right兲
images of a 375-nm-thick dense Co
nanocluster film 共scan size 5 m兲.
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FIG. 4. Rms values of the phase shift calculated over entire MFM images 共8
m size兲 after applying magnetic fields of 2.4, 4.1, 7.0, and 11.4 kG 共directions indicated兲.

direction, while the parallel magnetization configuration already produces weaker stray field because of the shape effect
共i.e., demagnetizing factor兲. The remaining two data points in
Fig. 4 correspond to higher fields of 7.0 and 11.4 kG in the
perpendicular direction, respectively. No changes in the domain distribution and morphology were observed.
FIG. 3. Height–height 共a兲 and phase change 共b兲 correlation data for the
films shown in Fig. 2 for scan size 8 m.

follow power-law behavior, the correlation length (  ph
⬇200 nm) was estimated directly from the knee regime of
gph(x) as can be seen in Fig. 3共b兲.
Within the random anisotropy model,1,18 when the random field H r (⫽2K r /M s , with K r the randomly oriented
grain anisotropy and M s the saturation magnetization兲 is
larger than the exchange field H ex (⫽2A/M s R cor , with A the
exchange constant due to grain–grain interaction and R cor
correlation length of the local anisotropy axis兲, the magnetic
vector in each particle points along the local intraparticle
anisotropy axis. With increasing interparticle exchange 共or
decreasing intraparticle anisotropy兲, the configuration becomes a correlated super-spin glass 共CSSG兲.18 The CSSG
state is clearly observed in the case of our Co nanocluster
films with a magnetic correlation length that is twice the
geometric correlation length. Therefore, the magnetic structure is not only determined by the deposition of randomly
oriented grains, but also by the magnetic coupling between
them. Indeed, since we have  ph⫽D/ r ( r ⫽H r /H ex), 18 we
can estimate the ratio of random to exchange fields  r
⫽0.22 for particle diameter D⫽10 nm and  ph⫽200 nm.
Next, the 375-nm-thick Co film was exposed to various
external magnetic fields, and MFM images of the remanent
state were collected. The rms value of the phase shift increases from 0.20°→0.29° after the initial exposure to 2.4
kG normal to the plane 共Fig. 4兲. Increasing the field further
to 4.1 kG has little effect, indicating saturation. Subsequent
application of equally strong fields parallel to the plane leads
to a relatively sharp decrease in signal. This can be expected
because MFM is sensitive to field components along the z
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